國立聯合大學 101 學年度資訊工程學系二年級轉學生招生考試試題紙
科目：英文 (A) 第 1 頁 共 4 頁
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I. 字彙：本部份共 15 題，每題 2 分。請從 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合題意的字或詞，標示在答案纸上。

1. Proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and water are the six major ______ that humans need.
   A. nutrients  B. portions  C. doughnuts  D. locusts

2. The naughty boy ate a scorpion at school ______ and was sent to the hospital immediately.
   A. another day  B. some other day  C. the other day  D. the day after tomorrow

3. Mother hens protect their young by ______.
   A. response  B. instinct  C. insight  D. association

4. The poor girl asked a favor ______ me and I couldn’t reject her.
   A. with  B. on  C. to  D. of

5. The mother pig ______ the little tiger while she was suckling her real babies. What does “suck” mean?
   A. to feed with milk  B. to suck milk  C. to drink milk  D. to save milk

6. Have you ever been to Paris ______ the capital of fashion is located?
   A. with which  B. which  C. where  D. in that

7. According to Best Friends Magazine, the tiger Saimai plays with the piglets ______ there were his brothers.
   A. therefore  B. as if  C. that  D. when

8. They have tried their best to solve this puzzle for months, but things just don’t ______.
   A. give away  B. take in  C. wear off  D. work out

9. The thieves ______ him into the back room and tied him up.
   A. thrust  B. misdeed  C. delved  D. spited

10. The old queen was held in great ______ that everyone bowed to her when she entered.
    A. glittery  B. spite  C. reverence  D. viciousness

11. The Greeks used to ______ several gods as we can see from their literature.
    A. stalk  B. worship  C. ogle  D. interrogate

12. The teacher ______ to his feet in order not to get laughed at by the kids.
    A. claimed  B. climbed  C. stood  D. scrambled

13. The company has an efficient administrative ______ which helps react to the market in no time.
    A. setup  B. downfall  C. breakdown  D. outcome

14. A fleet of NY Waterway boats began plucking passengers ______ in yellow life vests form the water.
    A. heaved  B. bobbed  C. clad  D. braced

15. The little shy girl tried to make herself as ______ as possible.
    A. shrunk  B. inconspicuous  C. skirmish  D. backlash

II. 文法與結構：本部份共 15 題，每題 2 分。請從 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合題意的字或詞，標示在答案纸上。

16. “Would you like me to go to see a movie with you?”
   “No, you ______ with me.”
   A. need not  B. need not to  C. do not need  D. need not to

17. After all this hardship, she is used to ______ every situation with a smile.
    A. facing  B. face  C. do face  D. must face

18. You ______ the cellphone when driving. See? You've got a ticket.
    A. should not use  B. ought to not have used  C. should not have used  D. mustn't use

19. That was a close call. You ______ hit by the ball.
    A. can have been  B. could have been  C. could be  D. can be
20. If I _____ enough money at that time, I could have bought a car.
   A. had  B. had been  C. were  D. had had

21. By _____ thinking, the artist has reached to another climax of his carving career.
   A. creative  B. creating  C. creation  D. create

22. Each apple _____ for soft spots before he bought them.
   A. inspected  B. inspecting  C. was inspected  D. is inspecting

23. This new method will keep our machine _____ for most of the process.
   A. cooling  B. cool  C. be cooled  D. to cool

24. I would rather _____ home than _____ out in such a rainy day.
   A. staying, going  B. to stay, to go  C. stay, to go  D. stay, go

25. He wouldn’t get through this because your boss is sure to be _____ to this plan by himself.
   A. on  B. up  C. in  D. at

26. They were made _____ a new life on the remote island.
   A. starting  B. to starting  C. to start  D. start

27. Miss Pan fell _____ with her husband last night and went to her friend’s home for comfort.
   A. into  B. out  C. from  D. over

28. John has a bad temper. It’s hard for him to get _____ with others.
   A. even  B. around  C. through  D. along

29. I wish I _____ there when the two were fighting with each other yesterday.
   A. hadn’t been  B. wasn’t  C. weren’t  D. haven’t been

30. His visit to Jane’s family has _____ a good impression on her parents.
   A. making  B. been made  C. made  D. been making

VI. 閱讀測驗： 本部分共10題，每題2分。請從A、B、C、D四個選項中選出最適合題意的字或詞，鍲示在答案紙上。

In Japan, a growing number of people are taking up a high-tech hobby: robots. In Tokyo, the city’s first robot store, called Vatone Robot Center, ____31____ robots of all kinds. One called “Alenon?”, ____32____ is a play on the Japanese phrase for “Can it walk?” walks around and makes punching motions with its plastic arms. Another, called “Techno,” actually dances. It is ____33____ that robot sales in Japan will top U.S.$60 billion by 2050. Already, about 10,000 people in Japan own robots, ____34____ the days of robots doing our household chores for us are still a long way off. For now, they are merely novelty items. However, Honda has developed a robot, called “Asimo,” which can act ____35____ a receptionist and serve tea. It might not be much, but it’s a start.

Though we argue with our loved ones ____36____, sometimes it’s hard to forgive and forget afterward. ____37____ past our anger can be a puzzle. Now researchers at Harvard University say that the answer is a puzzle! Lovers who do puzzles after arguing ____38____ their anger much faster. The mental stimulation ____39____ us ____39____ staying mad. This is because the puzzle-solving part of the brain, which helps control emotions, is kept busy. It stops you ____40____ constantly going over the argument in your head. So the next time you have a quarrel, reach for a puzzle.

36. A. for the time being  B. in no time  C. all the time  D. from time to time
37. A. Moving  B. Moved  C. Have moved  D. Having moved
38. A. keep an eye on  B. run across  C. let go of  D. put out
39. A. takes / from  B. prevents / from  C. credits / with  D. leans / toward
40. A. with  B. with  C. by  D. from

The Polish wife of a Pennsylvania coal miner, both good Poles, admitted a year before, had gone back suddenly to Poland to visit her old father and mother who had taken sick and might soon die. The visit over, she returned quickly to America. She would be admitted at once, for little visits do not count against quotas. The coal miner was at the island, waiting for her. We told him everything would be all right, but he was unaccountably nervous. Then the ship came in, the Lapland of the Red Star line, from Antwerp, and we found out why the husband was so nervous. On the day before the ship made port, out on the high seas, a baby Pole had been born to the returning mother. The unexpected had happened, "mother and child both doing well" in the Ellis Island hospital, everyone delighted, until the inspector admitted the mother but excluded the baby Pole. "Why?" asked the father trembling. "Polish quota exhausted," pronounced the helpless inspector. Then they brought the case to me. Deport the baby? I couldn’t. And somebody had to be quick, for the mother was not doing well under the idea that her baby would
soon be taken from her and "transported far beyond the northern sea." "The baby was not born in Poland," I ruled, "but on a British ship. She is chargeable to the British quota. The deck of a British ship is British soil. "British quota exhausted yesterday," replied the inspector. That was a blow. But I had another shot in my locker. "Come to think of it, the Lapland hails from Antwerp," I remarked. "That's in Belgium. Any ship out of Belgium is merely a peripatetic extension of Belgium soil. The baby is Belgian. Use the Belgium quota." "Belgium quota ran out a week ago," said the inspector. I was stumped. "Oh, look here," I began again. "I've got it! It is clear enough that the mother was hurrying back so the baby would be born here and be a native-born American citizen, no immigrant business at all. And the baby had the same intention, only the ship was a day late and that upset everything. But under the law, mind you, under the law - the baby, by intention, was born in America. It is an American baby - no baby Pole at all - no British, no Belgian - just good American. That's the way I rule.

41. What's the problem that the Polish wife faced?
A. She needed the quota for her new born baby.
B. She was giving birth to a baby.
C. The custom officer needed a medical report in order to rule.
D. Her husband was too nervous.

42. Why was the coal miner nervous?
A. Because he was afraid that his wife might be rejected by the custom officers.
B. Because he had gotten sick during the trip.
C. Because he was afraid that his baby would not be accepted as the American citizen.
D. Her husband was too nervous.

43. Why was the baby accepted as the American citizen?
A. Because all the quotas were run out so the officer was forced to use the American quota.
B. Because the baby would be born in America if there were no delays.
C. Because the custom officer liked the baby very much so he pretended not to see it.
D. Because he knew that the baby's mother was not in good condition.

44. What is mostly not inferred in this poem?
A. This can be seen as a declaration of the importance of independence.
B. Once one takes a certain road, there is no turning back.
C. Making choice is very important, and is a thing to be seriously considered.
D. One has to be fair in determining which way to take in order to make all the difference.

45. In which aspect would this poem be most inspirational?
A. The moment when one is making decisions.
B. During one's trip around the world.
C. The time when one gets old and thinks back.
D. Mowing the lawn on the grassy road.

I was born a farm boy in Taiwan, in a village that bears the highest number (965) in the zip code system used in that country (because it is the last place on the map anyone would think of). As a child, I was often able to choose between two types of weekend chores in the house: to help my father on the farm or to take the water buffalo out to graze on the slopes. I found the division of labor rather congenial: my brothers would help Dad plow the field while I would diligently take up the lighter job of attending to the buffalo. It also worked out pretty well, as I would enjoy riding on the back of the buffalo and, with a large straw-hat shielding the sun, reading books-comic books, story books, and a few years later also ‘kungfu’ novels and even some ‘modern’ poetry. I also learned to play the harmonica (like a cowboy) that my older brother bought me from the city where he attended high school.

When I left home for high school, I was fully interested in modern literature and by the end of the freshman year I launched a little literary magazine aimed at high school students. I was so focused on it that on the night before the final exams, I worked till morning at the printer’s shop, pressing the workers to work overtime, so the magazine could be published and sold before the students would go home. I flunked every subject as a result and was sent home. After making serious promises to my big brother, I was ‘released’ from the farm and allowed to go back to school in the fall, where I had to repeat the freshman year. As a repeat, I wasn’t looked upon favorably. But something happened that changed the situation. My father fell sick and no doctor was able to diagnose his problems. He had to move to the city to live with me in my boarding house, for further diagnoses at a nearby hospital. He stayed with me for almost a whole semester. Every morning my dad would wake me at 5 am (because that was when a farmer typically got up), and I had no choice. The result was that I ended up doing 2.5 hours’ study before breakfast every day, while most other high school students were still in bed—and that became a habit for me for quite some more time. Among the outcomes was that I practically memorized a pocket English-Chinese dictionary, and more. At the end of my repeat year there was a school-wide English proficiency competition, and I knew I did well enough to possibly win the top prize, though strangely enough the result of the competition was never announced publicly. Rumor had it that the teachers suspected that I (as a problem kid) had cheated at the test. I did finally receive the prize, retroactively (and not in public), later as a sophomore—presumably because I had proven myself by then. I went on to graduate with honors and a special admission-without-exam offer from the National Taiwan Normal University. I became the first child ever to make it to college from that village with zip code 965. (As for my father, after the doctors opened up his belly and saw nothing, they sewed him back and told him to go home, still with no diagnosis. Surprisingly, he got well—just like that, and lived on for 36 more years.)

46. According to the passage, what would be the possible birthplace of the author?
A. Taichung.
B. Taipei.
C. Hualien.
D. Kaoshiung.

47. What changed his life when he was in high school?
A. His poor background as a buffalo keeper.
B. A pocket English-Chinese dictionary.
C. The school-wide English proficiency competition.
D. His father’s illness.

48. What was his life as a kid?
A. He studied hard because his father forced him to.
B. He practiced ‘kungfu’ a lot.
C. He worked on a farm, plowing hard under the sun.
D. He spent most time with buffalos.

49. What is the author’s main attitude?
A. No pain, no gain.
B. Birds of a feature flock together.
C. We will cross the bridge when coming to it.
D. A rolling stone gathers no moss.

50. Why did he repeat the freshman year of high school?
A. Because he couldn’t get used to the city life there.
B. Because he overslept for classes all the time.
C. Because he was occupied by certain extracurricular activity.
D. Because he had to take care of his father.